The Key to optimum Homeostasis

Aloha! Dare we to believe in a life that is easy and pain free?
When I tell you that we all have options at our disposal, that make our lives just that touch more
pleasant with joy and flowing in harmony, do we dare to believe and give ourselves that chance?
What I see so often are people in pain that would rather cling onto their pain than accept there is a
way without, where life can flow. Our Theragem and Sunrise Sunset equipment shows this every single
time we give a taster session to a person in pain, whether that is physical, emotional, mental, or
spiritual; and it does not matter whether that is at a public exhibition, specialist conference or at a
therapists practice, the result is the same every time. The person undergoing the session is so relaxed
they cannot believe they are feeling that way.
They usually come and say, ‘ah you cannot get me relaxed, I am in so much
pain!’ Or ‘I cannot relax in public’, all I do is to tell them to lie down and enjoy.
Often within 5 minutes a light snore reveals the depth of their relaxation,
accompanying partners looking at them with a face of disbelieve! Especially
when at the end of the session the person awakens with a relief, feeling
totally refreshed, something they express with amazement. Only then they
notice their pain is gone!
The most amazing experience I had at an exhibition was a lady who was in serious physical distress due
to all kinds of problems. She was willing to give it a try after some explanation on Theragem Home unit
on Elation setting, together with SunRise SunSet on Relaxing function for 15minutes only. Even for me
with my experience the changes in the shape of her face, the soft glow of her skin, the sparkling of her
eyes and the words she kept repeating, ‘I have no more pain!’ were astounding. Yet she walked away
with the words, ’it is too good to be true’. I hope she is doing well, as just like others she was not able
to trust her wellness experience, a 100% pain free life possibility.
This is what Theragem offers a 99.9% chance of a pain free existence. Combine that with a SunRise
SunSet and life turns to the good, sunny side up!

Jetting off to Asia
Our very own Global Sales Director, Ed Dekkers has recently embarked on an adventured out to Asian
waters to meet special clients, visit sites and much more! During his time in Asia Ed was able to visit
the laboratory of the talented Masaru Emoto, frozen water crystals specialist.
The experiment: As a fan of Dr Emoto’s work, Medica Health took a sample to the laboratory for
testing. Dr Emoto’s team took pictures from the beginning sample which was mineral water that had
20 minutes of Elation therapy, to the very end showing pure crystals, the outcome is phenomenal!
For more information on this and how you can get your water, essential oils etc with the same
harmonizing features as ours, our sales points will have some exciting news to share.
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For more information on this and how you can get your water, essential oils etc with the same
harmonizing features as ours, ask your nearest representative, as our sales points will have some
exciting news to share.

Ed’s Story
Just 4 months ago I started to work for Medica Health. I enjoy being part of the team every day. We
made some big steps forward to build-up a stable global network from sales point and practitioners.
During the time I treated myself on regular base with Elation and spleen and I really felt it gives me
benefits for my total health. I knew already Theragem is a great product, but now I experienced myself.
I couple of weeks ago I have had an experience I love to share with you. I was playing at that time in a
local tennis tournament. The weather conditions where very challenging at that time, from heavy rain
to sunny weather at 33 degrees Celsius. You can image that days with high temperatures and strong
sun are the most heavy ones. I started to play the game, drunk a lot of water and eat some small bits
during the breaks to keep my energy level up. Even when I did this the game exhausted my body. After
the matches I recognize that I started to recover immediately and in half an hour I felt myself
comfortable and relaxed, the tiredness was reducing also very quick. The next morning when I woke
up there was no stiffness or muscle pain at all, thanks to Theragem. So Theragem is not only for
symptom and root cause treatment it is also very good to maintain your body and avoid discomfort
during daily life !!!!!

HQ reading
May HQ reading 2015

August 100% top results!

NEWSFLASH Research findings
Our Medical Board advisor Dr Mike Kessler and Dr Sondra Bechetti recently have engaged in an ongoing
study on the use of HeartQuest – Meridian Points to balance certain key points in the traditional Chinese
medicine with the use of Theragem Acupuncture Wands and basic Gemcups.
Their findings have found these key points to be highly effective gaining a homeostasis, balancing the
meridians out in less than 20mins aimed with one specific Gemcup!

Watch this space for more results in their research as more will be shown online in the months to come.
https://www.youtube.com/user/MedicaHealthIntLtd

Qualified Theragem Therapist of the month:
Corrina McFarlane - USA
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Theragem [CLT] Crystal Light fusion Therapy is
offered at the Tree of Health, within the Dove
Center for Integral Medicine in Aptos, Californina.
We call it 'Tree House Treats', for which we have
subtext; "better than a latte, better late than
never!", And, "Take it to a whole new level"!

I am ever inspired by our Theragem recipients (no two alike!), and count as a touchstone in my practice
that one 18 year old male declared, "Theragem should be like Zip Cars!; "wheels when you want them",
i.e.; everybody should know this is here and accessible to them at any time.
Actually, I only have to recall him saying this to get a wonderful visceral recall of the moment. He was
halfway through the Sapphire to both brain hemispheres [Theragem foundational], and he was one of
those who had been instantly transported (Zip Cars, the perfect analogy); 'gone' into Theta, the minute
the lights were trained on his brain/s. Ten minutes in, he bubbles up from that state, efforting to form
the words but compelled to speak; "Wow, this is totally unique, everyone should know this." And that is
what I love to communicate about Theragem and what it affords us in our Day and Age.
We never have to be defined by dis-ease and illness. Everything is information and everything is
consciousness. Theragem serves as a slow-you-down, fast-track to well-being, by facilitating access to
frequencies where we personally can distill and discern from our broader/deeper Knowing
perspective. We know what to do when we can think well. Theragem brings us without ado into the
Wellness Zone (660- to 780 nanometers).
Now consider the enormous benefit of being tuned to electromagnetic fields,
being tuned to which frequencies are beneficial and how to mitigate for the
recent plethora of the same in our digital world. That’s Theragem in essence.
"The universe is full of magical things patiently waiting for our wits to grow
sharper", wrote 19th century author Eden Phillpotts. Today, Theragem Crystal
Light Therapy fusion technology is just such a 'magical thing' at a time when
we are waking up to the ‘lead goblet’ of the early 21st century; inadvertent EMF exposure.

Upcoming International events and trainings
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o 17-20 September: Integrative Medicine for Mental Health USA - Location: San Diego, CA.
This four day international conference brings together a combination of medical professionals from
across the world to talk about hot topics and exhibit mental health and wellbeing products. MHI will be
exhibiting at booth 18, with free Theragem Elation sessions and has some great deals waiting!
Following this Mental health Conference in San Diego Medica is organizing a Foundation training at a
lovely …..centre for those interested. All attendees will also experience Theragem’s Elation session.
o
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October 3 Foundation Training 2015: With over 5 different worldwide locations you would
be crazy to miss out on your Theragem Foundation 1 day training experience!

USA
Bayou Arts Center, Santa Rosa Beach, Florida
Marina Village, San Diego, California

Asia
Beijing, China
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Europe
The Sanctuary of Healing, Langho, Lancashire, UK
Hotel Cristall in Waghäusel Kirrlach, Germany
Praktijk Word wie je bent, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Prices are available on our Training page

PayPal available Click here

THERAPIST ALERTS
Our previous Sales Points from the Netherlands area, Cees Leeflang and Emilia Gransberg have
recently decided to concentrate on helping their clients and advancing their Theragem skills and
expertise as Theragem practitioners. They have developed a new website, which provides much more
information on the services they offer, we wish them lots of success! http://theragembenelux.nl/
We have an exciting opportunity In the Netherlands for a new Sales Point representative at
Medica Health International. If you would like to join our growing team please email click here

Thank you for taking the time to read this news blast, Issue 4, we would love to hear your feedback or
stories! If you are interested in featuring as our Therapist of the month please email Jade Monori Or
perhaps you interested in becoming a therapist or distributor? If you would like to be part of our
Ohana team please email here.

Help Theragem grow! Like us on Facebook and share our page
Yours sincerely,
Catharina Jansma
CEO –Director

***Medica Health Reserves all rights***

